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What are Welding Lathes?
Welding Lathes are designed to rotate a weldment
while one or more welds are performed. The most
common configuration includes a headstock and
a pneumatic tailstock. This allows the machine to
easily secure the part and rotate it. The supported
beam can be outfitted with one or more welding
torches. Dual torch configurations are ideal for
welding two heads simultaneously. Common
industries that utilize welding lathes include: Food
Processing, Pressure Vessel, Chemical Storage,
Aerospace and Automotive. In addition to offering
new and used welding lathes, Weld Plus can
update your equipment to the latest technology.
Contact our knowledgeable staff today to design
your custom lathe!

Custom Built Solutions

Bancroft Precision GTAW Lathe
This Bancroft Tig Welding Lathe was designed
to produce precision circumferential welds on
a repetitive basis. We completely upgraded the
electrical package and installed a new weld
process controller. A Jetline ALC was integrated to
provide consistent arc length throughout the weld.
By incorporating a rebuilt lathe we were able to
minimize our customer’s capital investment without
sacrificing quality.
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Dual Plasma Welding Lathe
This Dual Jetline Welding Lathe is designed to be
used in high production plasma welding applications.
A pneumatic system powers the tailstock and door
opening system, which allows the operator to easily
load parts. Dual touch finger switches are installed
for safe and easy weld sequencing. This lathe is
fully enclosed and can easily be hooked up to a
fume exhaust system.

Custom Built Solutions
Custom GMAW Dual Torch Lathe

This Jetline lathe was designed to make two
circumferential mig welds simultaneously. Fully rebuilt,
this lathe includes a new control panel, pneumatics,
weld process control and two Miller Invision mig
packages. A machined rail bed allows the operator to
manually position each weld head and tailstock to the
desired location. This is yet another example of how
Weld Plus can incorporate rebuilt machinery without
sacrificing quality.

Rebuilt SAW Lathe

This lathe was rebuilt and outfitted with a
Lincoln Electric submerged arc welding
package. It features a headstock and track
driven tailstock to grip and rotate a cylinder
while it’s being welded. A new weld sequence
control and Lincoln NA-5 control were
conveniently mounted to allow the operator
to control all functions from a single location.
A variable speed carriage gives this system
the flexibility to perform both longitudinal and
circumferential welds. Weld Plus can provide
our customers with unique welding lathe
solutions.

Weld Plus can provide turnkey solutions for a wide variety of welding applications!
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